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Abstract

Objective. As a human brain performs various cognitive functions within ever-changing
environments, states of the brain characterized by recorded brain activities such as
electroencephalogram (EEG) are inevitably nonstationary. The challenges of analyzing the
nonstationary EEG signals include finding neurocognitive sources that underlie different brain
states and using EEG data to quantitatively assess the state changes. Approach. This study
hypothesizes that brain activities under different states, e.g. levels of alertness, can be modeled
as distinct compositions of statistically independent sources using independent component
analysis (ICA). This study presents a framework to quantitatively assess the EEG source
nonstationarity and estimate levels of alertness. The framework was tested against EEG data
collected from 10 subjects performing a sustained-attention task in a driving simulator. Main
results. Empirical results illustrate that EEG signals under alert versus drowsy states, indexed
by reaction speeds to driving challenges, can be characterized by distinct ICA models. By
quantifying the goodness-of-fit of each ICA model to the EEG data using the model deviation
index (MDI), we found that MDIs were significantly correlated with the reaction speeds
(r  =  −0.390 with alertness models and r  =  0.449 with drowsiness models) and the opposite
correlations indicated that the two models accounted for sources in the alert and drowsy states,
respectively. Based on the observed source nonstationarity, this study also proposes an online
framework using a subject-specific ICA model trained with an initial (alert) state to track
the level of alertness. For classification of alert against drowsy states, the proposed online
framework achieved an averaged area-under-curve of 0.745 and compared favorably with a
classic power-based approach. Significance. This ICA-based framework provides a new way
to study changes of brain states and can be applied to monitoring cognitive or mental states of
human operators in attention-critical settings or in passive brain-computer interfaces.
Keywords: EEG, independent component analysis, nonstationarity, alert, drowsy,
mental state monitoring
(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

of neuroimaging and electrophysiology. The EEG nonstationarity might arise from different involvements of neurocognitive sources or brain processes underlying complex human
cognition and behaviours [2]. Conventional EEG analyses
that assume stationary signals such as averaging event-related

The concept of nonstationarity, as a change of ongoing patterns [1], in recorded brain activities such as electroencephalogram (EEG) has received increasing attention in the fields
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sources [19, 21, 25]. Previous studies have applied ICA
to obtain a stationary model, i.e. A or W (ideally W is the
pseudo-inverse of A), for drowsiness estimation, assuming
the same sources were involved in different levels of alertness
[11, 26, 27].
However, studies in electrophysiology and functional
imaging have accumulated evidences that different brain
states may involve neural activities arising from different
brain areas and networks. Sarter et al [28] summarized that
sustained attention and vigilance are mediated by a neuronal
network consisted of an anterior attention system and a posterior attention system, which thereby facilitate or bias sensory
processing in sensory-associational regions. Other studies
suggested that activations of frontal and prefrontal cortical
areas driven by anterior cingulate cortex are typically associated with executive functions and attention [29]. From alertness to drowsiness, fatigue or microsleep, brain activities seem
to shift from high-frequency (beta and gamma waves) to lowfrequency activities (alpha, theta, and delta waves) [15, 30],
and spread through a larger brain area [15, 31]. For example,
Lal et al [15] reported that during the onset of fatigue, delta
and theta activity were present mostly in the frontal, central,
and parietal areas of the brain. Santamaria et al [31] reported
that during drowsiness there was a change in alpha distribution: occipito-parietal alpha spreads to anterior areas and
becomes more centro-frontal and temporal.
Inspired and supported by these findings, this study
assumed that different brain states, i.e. drowsy versus alert
states, involve not only different activities of brain sources
but also different networks of brain sources. This study further hypothesized that these distinct source compositions and
activities associated with alertness or drowsiness can be modeled by different ICA models, i.e. (un-)mixing matrices A (W)
and source activities s. The hypothesis was tested against EEG
data collected from 10 subjects participating in a sustainedattention task within a driving simulator [32]. To demonstrate
the utility of characterizing the EEG source nonstationarity,
this study proposed to measure the goodness-of-fit while
applying each state-associated ICA model to EEG data, which
was quantified by the model deviation index (MDI), an index
for estimating the levels of alertness or drowsiness. Finally,
an online framework for alertness estimation using the ICA
model learned from an operator’s initial (alert) state was proposed, and its performance was compared against a classic
approach using alpha and theta power proposed by Pal et al
[11].
Compared to existing studies, the proposed ICA modelbased approach has the following characteristics. (a) It is a
generic approach that is not limited to assessing the levels of
alertness or drowsiness. It can potentially be applied to monitoring other cognitive or mental states such as mental workload
and emotions or brain states in clinical settings such as sleep
stages and the depth of anesthesia. (b) It estimates continuous
levels of deviations from a known state as opposed to classifying discrete states. (c) The ICA models of different brain
states provide more insights into neurophysiological sources

potential may overlook rich information in inter-trial variability reflecting nonstationary brain processes, and braincomputer interfaces (BCI) having a stationary model may
lead to deteriorating performance due to increased mental
fatigue during the experiment [3, 4]. On the other hand,
previous studies have suggested that stages of sleep can be
characterized by EEG quasi-stationary patterns [5], the level
of alertness fluctuates in a cycle of 4 min or longer [6], and
routine spontaneous EEG is a stationary process over a short
3.5 s period [7]. Yet a big challenge is the lack of quantitative,
objective, and online approach to assess the nonstationarity of
the brain signals when humans show different cognitive and
behavioural performance and to estimate and track the brain
states.
EEG-based state monitoring has been an active research
topic that focuses on the study of nonstationary EEG to continuously track human cognitive or mental states. Target states
include mental workload [8, 9], fatigue [8], vigilance [10] and
drowsiness [11, 12]. This has many applications in neuroergonomics [8] and passive BCI [13] that can make use of the state
information to prevent catastrophic incidents, e.g. drowsy
driving, or to implicitly enhance human-machine interaction.
This study centers on one of state changes known to impact
human performance—namely changes between alertness and
drowsiness.
Researchers have studied EEG correlates of alertness and
drowsiness for the past two decades. In 1993 Makeig et al [6]
found coherence of fluctuations in EEG spectrum and subjects’ levels of alertness inferred by performance in an auditory
detection task. Several subsequent studies also reported that
EEG alpha or theta band power at central, parietal, or occipital sites correlate with performance in sustain-attention tasks,
which is associated with alert or drowsy state [14–17]. Hence,
these states can be monitored by tracking changes of these
EEG biomarkers, e.g. fluctuations of their statistical properties
or deviations from classification models [11, 12]. However,
these studies focused on spectrum analyses of individual EEG
channels, which required selection of discriminative channels
and features or used machine-learning approaches that had
limited neurophysiological validity and interpretation of the
results. It is still desirable to develop approaches that could
further our understanding in the dynamics underlying alertness and drowsiness fluctuations and could be generalized
across sessions and subjects.
To model EEG dynamics and identify neurophysiological
sources, one popular approach is to transform EEG data from
channel-space to activities in a source space using source separation or source localization methods [18–21]. For example,
a widely used blind source separation method—independent
component analysis (ICA) [22–24]- assumes EEG channel
data, x, are linear mixtures, A, of underlying independent
sources activities s, i.e. x = As, and learns a linear unmixing
matrix W such that y = Wx recovers the statistically independent source activities and WA ideally is a permuted and
scaled identity matrix. ICA has demonstrated great success in
modeling EEG dynamics and identifying neurophysiological
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where W is an unmixing matrix that linearly projects data x
into statistically independent sources y  =  Wx, I is an identify matrix, η is a learning rate, and f is a nonlinear activation function. The learning in (1) stops when W converges,


i.e. the gradient term approaches zero or f · yT ≈ I , where
· represents an average over the data. On the other hand, this
convergence criterion can also be used to indicate the fitting
error of an ICA model W applied to other data x. Previous



studies have defined the nonstationary index I − f · yT F
as a quantitative measurement of the model fitting error and
have demonstrated successful detection of abrupt electrode
displacements [35] and changes of underlying sources [36] in
simulated EEG data using the index.
Following our preliminary work in [37], we modify the
index by dividing it with the Frobenius norm of source activity
to account for the scale ambiguity of an ICA model and define
the new index as MDI, as a function of an ICA model W 0:


 f · yT 
F, off−diag
(2)
MDI (W 0 ) =
,
 y · yT F

and artefactual components under these states. In addition,
the proposed online framework for alertness estimation has
the following advantages. (a) It is an unsupervised approach,
which does not require the availability of data from another
namely the drowsy state. (b) It does not require training data
from other pilot sessions or subjects. (c) It learns an individual
model for each session using a small amount of training data
from the session, alleviating inter-session or inter-subject
variability. In sum, this study aims to provide a new way to
study complex human cognition and behaviours by assessing
the underlying EEG source nonstationarity.
2. Methods
2.1. Hypothesis: different levels of alertness involve distinct
EEG sources characterized by ICA models

As a human shows different levels of alertness, we hypothesize that the EEG signals xk under state k, e.g. alert or drowsy
state, involve distinct EEG sources and can be modeled as
projections of distinct source compositions onto the scalp Ak
and source activities sk of an ICA model.

where y = W 0 x, x is the test data, f = (1 − e−y ) / (1 + e−y )
for the non-extended Infomax ICA used in this study, and
·F,off−diag is the Frobenius norm of the off-diagonal elements
of the matrix. The numerator in (2) quantifies cross-talk errors
of sources in the ICA model W 0, indicating changes in underlying source composition in x; the denominator is the covariance of source activations. Taking the ratio of the two terms
normalizes the index such that the MDI value is bounded.
As mentioned in section 2.1, the MDI enables quantitative measurement of EEG source nonstationarity, including
both the spatial source composition and the temporal source
activities. A small MDI corresponds to a small model fitting
error and indicates that both the training and the test data
arise from the similar set of sources with similar activities.
On the other hand, a large MDI represents the model fails to
fit the test data and thus the associated state has shifted away
from that of the training data. Note that the definition of MDI
could be modified when other ICA algorithms or source separation methods are used, depending on their convergence
criteria.

xk (t) = Ak (t) · sk (t).

The time-dependent ICA model, the mixing matrix A or the
unmixing matrix W, resembles an ICA mixture model [33, 34]
and an adaptive ICA model [35] which assume data are quasistationary or non-stationary.
Based on the hypothesis, rather than learning the mixture or adaptive model as described in [33–35], we propose
to learn individual ICA models from small segments of the
training EEG data under alert or drowsy state, i.e. alertness
and drowsiness ICA models, and then measure the goodnessof-fit while applying each model to a sliding window of EEG
data over the whole session. We expect that the goodnessof-it would be better, i.e. smaller model-fitting error, while
applying the alertness ICA model to other EEG data when a
subject is alert than to the data when a subject is drowsy, and
vice versa. The goodness-of-fit of ICA models is quantified
by a MDI to assess levels of alertness or drowsiness. The MDI
is further explained in section 2.2, the detailed implementation of the approach is described in section 3, and alternative
approaches are discussed in section 5.7.

3. Materials

2.2. The Model Deviation Index (MDI)

3.1. Subjects and experiments

To quantify the goodness-of-fit of an ICA model, we start with
the convergence criterion for ICA. It is worth noting that this
framework is not limited to any specific ICA algorithm. Here
we use Infomax ICA [24], which aims to maximize mutual
information between source activities and EEG data and has
been demonstrated to achieve good performance in separating
dipolar neurophysiological sources in EEG data [21].
The Infomax ICA with natural gradient [24] has a general
learning rule:


W ← W + η I − f (y) · yT W,
(1)

Ten healthy volunteers participated in the 90 min experiment
in an immersive VR-based driving simulator, performing a
sustained-attention driving task. They were 20–28 year-old
with normal or corrected-to-normal vision and had no history of neurological or sleep disorders and no drug or alcohol
abuse. No subject reported sleep deprivation on the day before
the experiment. The experiments were conducted in the early
afternoon after lunch such that various levels of alertness and
drowsiness were observed. All subjects practiced the driving
tasks for 10 min to become familiar with the experimental
procedures.
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toolbox [41], was applied to reduce the contaminations of
high-amplitude artefacts with a mild threshold (burst repair
σ = 20 ). These artefact-correction methods facilitate the
convergence of an ICA model.
3.3. EEG data analysis: learning multiple ICA models

For each subject, the data from a 90 min session was split into
90 s blocks with 30 s overlaps, and four types of ICA models
were learned from specific blocks of data. (1) Five alertness
ICA models were individually trained with five 90 s windows
with the highest RSs (i.e. alert states). (2) Five drowsiness ICA
models were trained with five 90 s windows with the lowest
RSs (i.e. drowsy states). (3) For a comparison, each subject’s
offline ICA model was learned from the EEG data of the entire
session, i.e. how a conventional ICA is usually applied. (4)
To enable online alertness estimation, a session-specific initial
ICA model was learned from the first 90 s window of EEG
data at the beginning of the session.
All the ICA decompositions used the non-extended Infomax
ICA implemented in EEGLAB toolbox [41]. Principle comp
onent analysis (PCA) was applied before ICA to facilitate
ICA convergence and to account for the loss of data rank due
to the removal of bad channels in the PREP pipeline [39]. On
average, 24–28 sources were retained for the 10 subjects.

Figure 1. The block diagram of the data preprocessing and analysis

pipelines.

In the sustained-attention task, specifically an eventrelated lane-departure task [38], the subjects were presented
with lane-departure events every 8–12 s randomly and
were instructed to steer the car back to the cruising position quickly. On average a total of 550 trials were performed
in the 90 min experiment. The duration from the onset of
a lane-departure event to the onset of a steering action is
defined as a reaction time (RT), which has been reported to
be associated with alert and drowsy states [27, 32]. The RT
was transformed to the reaction speed (RS  =  1/RT) for further analyses, and the reason was discussed in section 4.1.
For the details of the subjects and the experiment, readers
are referred to [27, 32].

3.4. EEG data analysis: computing MDI and correlation
analysis

Each ICA model was applied to the EEG data of the same
session. For each trial in the session, its MDI was computed
by equation (2) with a 90 s window of continuous data right
before the lane-deviation onset. The Pearson correlation coefficient was computed between the RS and the MDI of test
trials, i.e. all except the trials selected to train the ICA model.
To illustrate the global fluctuations of the RS and the MDI
over an entire driving session, a 90 s smoothing window was
applied where their median values in the window were taken.
In addition, the effect of different MDI window lengths was
also tested and reported in section 4.8.

3.2. EEG data acquisition and preprocessing

For each subject, 30-channel EEG data were recorded at a
500 Hz sampling rate using a NeuroScan NuAmp Express
System (Compumedics Ltd, VIC, Australia). The electrodes
(Ag/AgCl) were arranged according to the international 10–
20 system with a unipolar reference at the right earlobe. The
impedance of each electrode was kept under 5 kΩ during the
experiment.
Figure 1 displays the data preprocessing and analysis pipelines. The EEG data were band-pass filtered (1–50 Hz) and
were down-sampled to 250 Hz. Bad channels in the recordings such as flat channels due to poor contacts of electrodes
and poorly correlated channels were removed (2–6 channels
were identified for the 10 subjects) and interpolated using
the PREP pipeline [39]. It is worth noting that the interpolation step is redundant for ICA but is what the PREP pipeline
automatically performed. In addition, artefact subspace reconstruction (ASR) [40], implemented as a plugin in EEGLAB

3.5. Online framework for alertness estimation: the initial ICA
model approach

An online framework for alertness estimation was proposed
and quantitatively evaluated to fully demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed approach. In an online session, we first
trained the initial ICA model with the first 90 s of EEG data
at the beginning of the session. The initial model was then
applied to 90 s sliding windows of EEG data across the rest of
the online session to obtain their MDIs.
For the drowsiness classification, the MDIs were compared
with a threshold value: if the MDI of the window before a
lane-departure event was larger than the threshold, the trial is
classified as a non-alert trial; otherwise, it is classified as an
alert trial. The true alert trials were defined as the test trials
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Figure 2. (a) The RT and (b) the reaction speed, RS  =  1/RT, of each trial over experimental time from a representative subject (Subject 1)
is shown in the top panel. Their histograms are shown in the bottom panel.

whose reaction time RTalert  1.5 · RTtrain , where RTtrain is the
mean value of RT of the training trials, and the non-alert trials
were defined as those with RTnon−alert  2.5 · RTtrain . This criterion follows the definition in [42] to deal with the highly
skewed distribution of RTs.
We varied the threshold, classified the test trials, computed
the corresponding true positive rate (TPR  =  number of correctly classified non-alert trials/number of total non-alert
trials) and false positive rate (FPR  =  number of incorrectly
classified alert trials/number of total alert trials), plotted the
receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve, and reported
the area-under-curve (AUC) as the effectiveness of the alertness estimation.

x : MDi (x) =



(x − µi )

T

−1

i

(x − µi ) . The final index was a

linear combination: MD(x) = a · MDalpha + (1 − a) · MDtheta ,
as an estimate of the alertness level. According to [11], the
optimal a  =  0.3 was used. The same evaluation procedure
such as computation of the AUC of the ROC curve was applied
to enable a fair comparison.
4. Results
4.1. Behavioural performance

Figure 2(a) shows, for a representative subject, 73% (430 out
of 587) of the lane-departure trials had the RT smaller than
1.26 s, illustrating the subject mostly stayed alert and reacted
quickly to the lane-departure events in the experiment. To
avoid bias in the correlation analysis, the RT was transformed
to the RS to produce a less skewed distribution as shown in
figure 2(b).
The averaged mean RS of all the trials across subjects was
1.014  ±  0.164 (1/s) and the averaged standard deviation was
0.428  ±  0.099 (1/s), indicating the subjects’ levels of alertness fluctuated during the course of the experiments. For the
selected most-alert windows described in section 3.3, 76%
were within the first 30 min of the experiments, 16% were in
the 30–60 min, and 8% were from the 60 min to the end of
the 90 min session. For the selected most-drowsy windows,
the distribution was 36% (0–30 min), 18% (30–60 min),
and 46% (60 min—end). The subjects were mostly alert

3.6. A comparison: the power-based approach

A classic approach proposed by Pal et al [11] was implemented
for a comparison. Similar to the approach described in section 3.5, the Pal’s approach is also an unsupervised approach
that trains an alert model and measures the distance of the test
data from the model as an estimate of alertness levels. Firstly,
exactly the same first 90 s of EEG data at Oz were used as the
training data, which were divided into 2 s non-overlapping segments with their log power of alpha band (8–12 Hz) and theta
band (4–8 Hz) computed. The means µi and covariance matrices
Σi of the two band-power (i indicates alpha or theta) of the
training segments were estimated. Secondly, the Mahalanobis
distance (MD) was used to measure the deviation of the alpha
and theta power of 2 s test data from that of the training data
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Figure 3. Averaged power spectra and scalp maps of IC clusters of the four ICA models from 10 subjects. The numbers of subjects and ICs
contributed to each cluster were specified.

fewer ocular components and more frontal and occipital comp
onents were observed, and the alpha power spread from the
occipital and parietal regions to a larger brain area including
the frontal and even prefrontal regions. These results were
consistent with previous studies [15, 31]. In addition, lateral
parietal clusters were absence in the drowsiness models, and
fewer frontal and central components were present in the initial models.
Furthermore, the offline models contained the combination of ICs found in other three models with almost all of
the subjects contributed ICs to each category of the clusters.
However, the alpha peaks were not clearly observed in the
frontal and central clusters because alpha activities were not
always present over the course of the experiment.

at the beginning of the sessions and became drowsy over
time-on-task.
4.2. Source compositions

Figure 3 shows the averaged power spectra and the scalp maps,
i.e. the contribution or projection on the scalp, of clusters of
independent components (ICs) from all of the 10 subjects for
each of the four ICA models. The IC clusters were obtained
using CORRMAP function in EEGLAB [43] based on the
component similarity measured by correlations of the inverse
weights of ICA, i.e. columns of W −1 in (1). Manually selected
component templates and a correlation threshold of 0.85 (0.9
for eye-blink and eye-movement clusters) were used, and the
number of ICs contributed by each subject was limited to two.
The alertness (drowsiness) models trained from the data windows with the highest (lowest) RSs were used for reporting
the clustering results.
First of all, the results illustrate that the initial, alertness
and drowsiness models, which were trained with only 90 s of
EEG data, were able to reach converged solutions and find
dipolar components. Comparable ocular and neurophysiological IC clusters were identified in all of the four models.
For example, the eye-blink and lateral eye-movement clusters
were characterized by the distribution of scalp maps and the
high power at low frequencies. The frontal clusters with high
theta or alpha power and the parietal and occipital clusters
with high alpha power were reported to be associated with
alertness or drowsiness and were consistent with the previous
study involving the same driving task [27].
Although comparable IC clusters were found, the source
compositions and power spectra across the four ICA models
as well as the numbers of contributed ICs and subjects in the
clusters still varied. From alert or initial state to drowsy state,

4.3. Source nonstationarity

Figure 4 plots the model deviation indices (MDI) of the four
ICA models and the measured RS over the experimental time
from the two representative subjects. Firstly, the MDI curves
of the alertness models significantly inversely correlated with
the RS curves (correlation coefficients of −0.828 and −0.534
for the two subjects). The alertness models could model the
data segments with high RS trials (alert state) and yielded
small MDI values, but they failed to fit the data with low RS
trials (drowsy state) and thus yielded large MDI values. On
the other hand, the MDIs of the drowsiness models could
track the dynamics of the RS with significantly positive correlation coefficients of 0.768 and 0.724 for the subjects. The
results indicate that the drowsiness models well characterized
the source compositions and dynamics of the data with low
RS trials (drowsy state), leading to smaller MDI values.
As a comparison, the offline models showed smaller averaged MDI values across the session but had the smallest
6
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Figure 4. The RS (blue) and the MDI (orange) of all trials using the alertness models (1st row), the drowsiness models (2nd row), the
offline models (3rd row) and the initial models (4th row) over time from two subjects. The coloured windows were selected for training
the ICA models, with their time intervals specified on the left. The selected alertness and drowsiness models were the ones with the
highest correlation among the five models presented in table 1. The RS and the MDIs were smoothed with a 90 s sliding window, and their
correlation coefficients were shown.

correlation coefficient between the MDI and the RS among
the four models. Since the offline models attempted to learn
the stationary sources over the entire session, they did not
favor modeling the data segments with high or low RS trials.
The results of the initial models were discussed in section 4.6.

offline, alertness, drowsiness, and initial models separately.
Paired t-tests were performed to test the significance levels
of the correlation magnitudes between the different models.
First, the selected alertness models yielded significantly negative correlation compared to the offline models
(p  <  1  ×  10−4) and the corresponding drowsiness models
(p  <  1  ×  10−6). Similarly, the selected drowsiness models
yielded significantly positive correlation compared to the
offline models (p  <  0.05). In addition, no significant differences in the correlation coefficients were found between
the results of the top one alertness model and the averaged

4.4. Correlations between the MDI and the RS

Table 1 shows the correlation coefficients between the
smoothed RSs and the MDI of the test trials for all of the 10
subjects, where MDIs were computed with the subject-specific
7
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Table 1. The correlation coefficients between the 90 s smoothed RS and MDI of the test trials for the 10 subjects. Subject-specific alertness

models, drowsiness models, offline models and initial models were used to compute the MDI. For alertness (drowsiness) models, the results
of both the top one and the averaged results of the top five windows with the highest (lowest) RS were reported. The means and standard
errors of mean (SEM) were reported.
Alertness models

Drowsiness models

Subject

Top 1

Top 5

Top 1

Top 5

Offline model

Initial model

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Mean
SEM

−0.681
−0.039
−0.388
−0.485
−0.454
−0.242
−0.679
−0.688
−0.510
−0.348
−0.451
0.066

−0.673
−0.273
−0.358
−0.343
−0.378
−0.190
−0.617
−0.676
−0.068
−0.326
−0.390
0.065

0.694
0.384
0.503
−0.074
0.377
0.469
0.809
−0.041
0.340
0.642
0.410
0.091

0.740
0.549
0.485
0.066
0.425
0.474
0.819
−0.041
0.347
0.629
0.449
0.086

−0.433
0.079
0.097
0.031
0.036
0.475
0.630
0.091
0.572
0.122
0.170
0.099

−0.682
−0.783
−0.569
−0.480
−0.390
0.003
−0.564
−0.701
−0.425
−0.602
−0.519
0.070

toward the bottom right corner. We also noted that some trials
in figure 6(b) located in the top right corner, indicating that
neither the alertness model nor the drowsiness model fitted
those data.

results of the top five alertness models (p  =  0.52), and
between the results of the top one drowsiness model and
that of the top five drowsiness models (p  =  0.76). This
provides the evidence for the robustness of the method to
training window selection. However, inter-subject variability existed. For example, the top one alertness model for
Subject 2 and the top one drowsiness models for Subjects 4
and 8 did not show significant correlations. The sources of
the variability may come from the selection of training windows and from the percentage of time where the subjects
were drowsy.
To summarize and visualize the results of the goodnessof-fit of each of the four models across subjects, figure 5
shows the smoothed z-scored MDI and the RS of all test trials
from the 10 subjects. The consistent results were observed:
significant negative correlations between MDI and RS for
the alertness models and the initial models, significant positive correlations for the drowsiness models, and significantly
weaker correlations for the offline models. These results demonstrate that the z-scored MDI of the alertness, drowsiness,
and initial models could characterize the source nonstationarity underlying the alertness and drowsiness fluctuations and
could be used to estimate levels of alertness across subjects.
It is worth noting that the z-scoring was performed to enable
a comparison across subjects but would change the corre
sponding correlation coefficients.

4.6. The initial model

Figure 4 illustrates that the MDI of the initial models negatively correlated with the RS. The findings could be generalized across the subjects as shown in figure 5 and table 1.
Firstly, the initial models show significantly higher correlations than the offline models do (p  <  3  ×  10−5 by a paired
t-test) and are significantly different from the results of the
drowsiness models (p  <  1  ×  10−6). Secondly, no significant
difference of the correlations was observed between the initial
models and the top 1 alertness models (p  =  0.49), suggesting
the initial models resembled the alertness models in that they
both fitted the high RS trials and deviated from the low RS
trials.
4.7. Performance of online alertness estimation: ICA versus
power-based approach

As shown in table 2, the proposed ICA approach achieved
higher than chance AUCs (0.5) on all except Subject 6, with
an average of 0.745 and half of the subjects had AUC higher
than 0.8. This result demonstrates the effectiveness of using
the initial ICA models for alertness estimation. In comparison,
the Pal’s approach using alpha and theta power achieved a
lower averaged AUC of 0.6715. However, the power approach
obtained much higher AUCs for a few subjects (Subject 7
and 9) where the ICA approach performed poorly. Overall,
the AUCs of the two approaches showed no significant difference. It is worth noting that the two approaches have variable
success across different subjects and might be combined to
improve the online alertness estimation.

4.5. Feature space of ICA models and the MDI

Using the alertness and the drowsiness models defined in
figure 4, we constructed a feature space spanned by MDIs of
the two models, as shown in figure 6. We found that low reaction-speed trials (red) distributed toward the top left corner in
the feature space, illustrating that those trials could be modeled by the drowsiness model and deviated from the alertness
model. On the contrary, the high RS trials (blue) distributed
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Figure 5. Scatter plots of the RS and the z-scored MDI of the test trials pooled across the 10 subjects. Each plot shows the MDI computed
using the indicated subject-specific models. The RS and the MDI of the trials were smoothed with a 90 s sliding window, and the MDIs
were z-scored within each subject. The linear least-square fitted lines and the corresponding correlation coefficients and R-squared values
were shown.

Figure 6. Scatter plots of all trials, from (a) subject 1 and (b) subject 2, in the feature space spanned by the two MDI computed using the
drowsiness and alertness model as specified in figure 4. Each trial was colour-coded with its RS.
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Table 2. The AUC of the ROC curve obtained by the two methods

4.8. Optimal parameters for training the ICA models

for all 10 subjects. ‘ICA’ indicates the proposed method and
‘Power’ indicates the method proposed by Pal et al [11].

We tested the effects of the data length for training the model
(figure 7(a)) and the window length for computing the MDI
(figure 7(b)) on correlation magnitudes between the singletrial MDI and the RS across the 10 subjects. Figure 7(a) illustrates the correlation magnitudes decreased as the training
data exceeded 3 min and the optimal training data length was
around 2 min. It is worth noting that 0.5 min of the data was
insufficient for a converged ICA solution with 30 sources as
described in section 5.6. However, even this model yielded
the significant correlation. Figure 7(b) illustrates that the
correlation magnitudes were significantly smaller when the
MDI window was shorter than 10 s (p  <  0.05 by paired ttest) and also slightly decreased when the length is 300 s, and
the optimal length was around 60 to 120 s. Hence, this study
selected the length of 90 s for both the training data and the
MDI window. More details were discussed in section 5.6.

Subject

ICA

Power

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Mean
Std.

0.8312
0.9167
0.8229
0.6241
0.7817
0.4646
0.6166
0.9222
0.6186
0.8513
0.7450
0.1537

0.7173
0.6615
0.6063
0.5860
0.4649
0.6976
0.8359
0.6557
0.7809
0.7091
0.6715
0.1042

The story is only complete if we can model those data
where the alertness models could not explain. This was
achieved by the drowsiness ICA models. We found that when
subjects were drowsy their EEG data shared the similar source
composition and activation characterized by the same drowsiness models. This led to significantly positive correlations
between the MDI and RS, the opposite to the results of the
alertness models. In summary, we have demonstrated that the
alertness and drowsiness ICA models, learned from the small
segments of the data based on the RS, could characterize EEG
data under alert and drowsy states, respectively. This supports
our hypothesis.

5. Discussion
5.1. Nonstationary source compositions and activities

This study showed that ICA models trained with data segments when subjects showed different levels of alertness,
indexed by RS to driving challenges, had distinct source
compositions and activities. From alert to drowsy state, there
were fewer ocular components and more frontal and occipital
components, and the alpha power spread from the occipitoparietal region into a larger brain area including the frontal
and prefrontal regions, which were consistent with previous
studies [15, 31]. Furthermore, the offline model contained
the combination of ICs found in the alertness and drowsiness models, indicating that it made a compromise between
the nonstationary source compositions and activities over the
entire session.
Previous studies have also reported nonstationary source
compositions. Jung et al [34] have shown that different ICA
models, obtained by an ICA mixture model, accounted for different time periods of data when subjects’ level of alertness
fluctuated. Similarly, an adaptive ICA model revealed changes
in both source compositions and activities in an alternating
eye-open and eye-close experiment [36].

5.3. Estimating levels of alertness

If the hypothesis holds, we can estimate subjects’ levels of
alertness by quantifying the deviation of their EEG signals
from each state-associated ICA models. This is based on the
observations that the degree of model deviation, i.e. the MDI
value, correlated with the levels of alertness inferred by the
RS. In other words, if different ICA models were applied to
a data segment containing higher reaction-speed trials, the
resulting MDI value would be lower for the alertness models
and higher for the drowsiness model. Hence, we can construct
a feature space using the MDIs of the alertness and the drowsiness ICA models, and figure 6 clearly demonstrates that trials
with different RSs can be separated in the feature space. The
combination of MDIs of the alertness and the drowsiness
models, e.g. their ratio, serves as a direct estimator of the
alertness level.
So far we have focused on alertness and drowsiness models,
but were there only two ICA models and states in the driving
experiment? The MDI feature space of Subject 2 (figure 6)
shows that there were some trials that could not be modeled
by either the alertness or the drowsiness model. These trials
turned out to be at the beginning of the session. This indicates
that even though this subject performed well in both time
periods, e.g. t = 0 ∼ 15 min (beginning of the session) and
t = 60 ∼ 75 min (awaken from the previous drowsy state),
their underlying ICA compositions and activities differed.
Hence, by exploring clusters in the MDI feature space, it is

5.2. Distinct ICA models characterize different states

This study hypothesizes that neurocognitive processes or EEG
sources that underlie different states, e.g. levels of alertness,
can be characterized by distinct compositions and activities of
independent sources obtained by ICA. Study results showed
that the goodness-of-fit of the alertness ICA models, quantified by the model-deviation index, had significantly negative
correlations with the RS, demonstrating that the models were
a good fit only when the subjects were alert, i.e. with high
RS. However, when the EEG data deviated from the alertness
models where MDIs were high and subjects were drowsy, i.e.
with low RS, it only meant the data were dissimilar from that
of the alert state. It did not necessarily mean the data were
under the same (drowsy) state.
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Figure 7. The correlation magnitudes between the MDI of the initial models and RS of test trials for various (a) training data lengths and
(b) MDI window lengths, averaged across the 10 subjects. The MDI window length in (a) and the training data length in (b) are both 90 s.
Error bars show the standard errors of the mean.

possible to identify the existence of distinct states characterized by ICA models. It is worth noting that this framework can
be applied to model more cognitive or mental states beyond
just alertness and drowsiness.

alertness estimation rather than simply reporting the classification accuracy because levels of alertness should be continuous values, which is intrinsically lack of a clearly defined
threshold for binary classification. For a truly online framework where a threshold is required for alertness/drowsiness
detection, the threshold can be determined by the mean and
variance of MDIs of the training trials.

5.4. Toward online alertness monitoring

While the MDI of ICA models allow the estimation of alertness levels, to apply this approach as an online framework,
either the models need to be transferable across sessions or
the models need to be learned from limited amount of online
training data. It is possible to use the ICA models for each
class, i.e. the alertness and drowsiness models, trained on
other sessions and apply both models to estimation of alertness levels in a test session. However, the generalizability of
the ICA models across sessions with different electrode placements or subjects with different brain anatomies requires extra
cautions and a significant amount of work. It is an open question to the field of ICA, but beyond the scope of this study.
Nevertheless, we have demonstrated the feasibility of
learning a session-specific ‘initial’ ICA model from limited
training data, i.e. the first 90 s of the online session, to monitor level of alertness for the rest of the session. This online
framework is based on the assumption that at the beginning
of the session the subjects are likely to be alert and thus their
initial models resemble their alertness models, which is supported by the empirical results across subjects. By learning
the initial models and measuring the corresponding MDIs of
the test data, we can continuously and quantitatively measure
the deviation of the subjects’ current states from the initial
(alert) state.
This ICA model approach achieved the averaged AUC of
0.745 across 10 subjects, which is higher than that of another
state-of-the-art approach proposed by Pal et al [11] using alpha
and theta power of the Oz channel (AUC  =  0.6715). But the
difference was not statistically significant because of the intersubject variability. It is worth noting that we used the ROC
curves and AUC measures to characterize the performance of

5.5. Neurophysiology or artefacts?

ICA models not only assess neurocognitive or physiological
brain sources but could also separate non-brain sources such
as eye-blink, eye-movement, and possible muscle artefact
components. Previous studies have demonstrated that eye
and muscle activities were associated with sustained attention
[15]. To test the effects of EOG/EMG sources on the prediction of the alertness levels, we firstly identified the artefactual
components such as eye-blink and eye-movement components
in each ICA model for each subject by template matching,
where the templates were constructed by averaging the manually identified components in a few subjects. Secondly, we
computed the MDIs without the artefactual ICs and performed
the correlation analysis between the MDI and the RS.
We found that the alertness models had reduced correlations after artefactual ICs were excluded, but were still significantly higher than the correlations of the offline ICA models.
On the other hand, the drowsiness models with and without
artefactual ICs showed no significant difference in correlations. A possible explanation is that the alertness models had
more identified artefactual components and activities that
were also associated with the alertness levels. These results
confirmed that the EOG/EMG components combined with the
neurophysiological sources in the ICA models could affect
the prediction of the alertness levels. Nevertheless, even with
the EOG/EMG sources removed, both models still demonstrated high correlations between MDI and RS, suggesting the
contribution of other brain sources in both models to the prediction of the alertness levels.
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existing models. (e) It does not require pre-selection of features such as channels, components, and frequency bands that
may vary widely across sessions and subjects.
Previous studies chose specific frequency bands, e.g. alphaand theta-band power of pre-selected channels, e.g. Oz [11],
or ICs, e.g. bilateral occipital source [32], and showed the
selected features were highly correlated with changes in the
subject’s drowsiness levels. However, the optimal frequency
bands and EEG channels could vary widely across different
subjects [11, 14].
We also proposed an online framework for alertness estimation using the initial ICA models. This online framework
has the following additional advantages: (a) it is an unsupervised approach, which does not rely on the availability of
data from both states (namely alertness and drowsiness), (b)
it does not require training data from other sessions or subjects, (c) it builds an individual model for each session such
that it avoids the problem of inter-session or inter-subject
variability, and (d) it only uses a small amount of training
data namely 1.5 min for 30-channel EEG, at the beginning of
the session.
To make a fair comparison, we chose the Pal’s approach
[11] because it is among a few approaches that satisfied
the training and testing requirements described above.
Charbonnier et al [45] have also proposed a similar online
framework for mental fatigue estimation by measuring the
distance between the EEG spatial covariance matrices of 20 s
epochs to a mean covariance matrix learned during an initial reference state. Most of the classic approaches for online
alertness/drowsiness estimation, which use discriminative
machine-learning models or regression, would not work in
this case because they require a large amount of data from
both states. Other approaches that train classifiers and models
on data from other sessions also do not apply because they
require additional training data.

5.6. Considerations in building ICA models

To build an effective ICA model, we found that both the
optimal training data length and MDI window length were
around 90 s. An ideal training data length should be long
enough to warrant the convergence of the ICA solution and
short enough to avoid including data from different brain
states; the ideal MDI window length would be long enough
to obtain a robust estimate of the MDI and short enough to
obtain a locally stationary EEG signals. Previous studies have
reported a 90 s window for measuring a global level of alertness [27, 32] and a 90 s alertness fluctuation cycle [6]. Our
results were consistent with the previous findings and implied
that EEG source dynamics associated with alert or drowsy
states also have a locally stationary window around 90 s.
This ICA model-based framework is not limited to a
specific ICA algorithm. We used Infomax ICA since it has
been demonstrated to achieve good performance in separating dipolar neurophysiological sources in EEG data [21].
However, a limitation of the Infomax ICA algorithm is that
learning an ICA solution with N stable sources requires
k · N 2 samples, where empirically k   ⩾  25 [19]. For N   =  30,
k   =  25 and 250 Hz sampling rate, this corresponds to 90 s
of data. The non-extended Infomax ICA has less computational complexity while the extended Infomax ICA [24] can
separate both supergaussian and subgaussian sources and can
be applied when the amount of training data are limited. The
empirical results showed that both algorithms returned comparable results. It is worth noting that an alternative class of
source separation algorithms based on second-order statistics
(SOS) can also be applied. Congedo et al [20] have suggested
that SOS algorithms such as SOBI [44] and AJDC [20] may
achieve better performance for shorter data segments and are
more robust with respect to artefacts.
The selection of an ICA algorithm affects the derivation of
the MDI. The MDI associated with the non-extended Infomax
ICA defined in equation (2) is computationally efficient yet
the normalization is not exact since f (y) is a nonlinear function. A more accurate but computationally expensive approach
is to measure the likelihood of the ICA model applied to the
data, as described in [33].

5.8. Limitations and future works

One challenge of this approach is to select data window for
training an ICA model of a known brain state. In this study
we selected training data based on the subjects’ RS, assuming
that the RSs reflect their alert and drowsy states. For unlabeled
data, one solution is to learn an ICA mixture model and perform
unsupervised data segmentation as described in [33, 34, 46].
However, these approaches are offline analyses.
Another challenge is to make this approach online capable.
This study proposed the use of the initial model to track the
alertness level online. However, this still requires a small
amount of training data from the same session and assumes
the initial reference state is known, which might not be generalizable. An alternative approach could be applying the
ICA models learned offline from other sessions or subjects
and using transfer learning to select or adapt the models to
the online session. Important future works include studying
the generalizability of the ICA models across subjects and
building unifying source-level models associated with brain
states.

5.7. Comparisons with existing works

This study aimed to test the hypothesis of source nonstationarity and evaluated the feasibility of using multiple stateassociated ICA models to monitor changes of the brain states.
Compared to existing works, the proposed approach has the
following advantages. (a) It is a generic framework that is not
limited to assessing the levels of alertness or drowsiness. It
can be applied to monitoring other brain states such as sleep
stages, depth of anesthesia, etc. (b) It estimates continuous
levels of deviations from a known state as opposed to classifying discrete states. (c) The quantitative MDI are informative and discriminative features for state monitoring which are
designable and interpretable. (d) The MDI feature space could
reveal the possible existence of other states where their source
compositions and activities could not be characterized by the
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5.9. Potential applications

This ICA model-based framework is a generic approach for
assessing EEG source nonstationarity associated with cognitive or psychophysiological processes or behaviours. With
the association between the source composition/activity and
different brain states, we can continuously monitor the state
changes. This EEG-based state monitoring approach has several important applications: (1) in monitoring the cognitive or
mental states of humans in real-world situations, e.g. mental
workload [8, 9], mental fatigue [8], emotional responses,
attention and drowsiness [11, 12], (2) in monitoring patients’
brain states in clinical settings, e.g. seizure activities, sleep
stages, anesthesia level, etc, and (3) in neuroergonomics [8]
and passive BCI [13] to prevent catastrophic incidents, e.g.
drowsy driving and fatigue working, and to implicitly enhance
the effectiveness of human-machine interaction.
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